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Overview 
 

Elevator Pitch 
 
CardBound is a nostalgic adventure 3D platformer set in a vivid world made of children’s arts and crafts. Take 
up the role of Snip, as you run, jump and slide through a multitude of platforming obstacles built of pipe 
cleaners, popsicle sticks and cardboard. 
 
Taking up the role of Snip, a paper-cutout man- players will use his flat form to their advantage; sliding under 
obstacles and folding himself down like a spring in order to jump higher.  

Game Overview 
CardBound is a 3rd person adventure platformer. The player will traverse lands collecting objects that don’t fit 
in, (ie. metal objects) which are disrupting the balance of the world.  
 

Setting Overview 
Set in a child’s imagination, the world is created from arts and craft materials. For example, the buildings made 
out of decorated milk cartons. The game has a general Hub area which gives the player access to portals to the 
surrounding lands.  
 

Selling Points 

The unique art style and interesting world sets the game apart from others. The colourful design, satisfying 
controls, and replayability also support this.  

 



 

Target Audience 
The game targets an audience of players that are nostalgic for older generation of 3D platforming games such 
as Mario 64. Generally for any age group as a younger player would get the same enjoyment out of it as 
someone older.  
 
 
 

Gameplay 

Core Mechanics 

Camera 
 
The game will utilise a dynamic camera, transitioning angles to emphasise certain aspects of the level. 
 
See: https://youtu.be/nU7u6XjGMnE?t=4m20s 4:20 - 4:27, notice how the camera subtly readjusts to a 
more top down angle. 
 
Players will always maintain a certain small level of control over the camera, which may become 
greater in more open areas. 

Jumping 
 
The player will be able to perform a simple jump action by pressing the jump button. The player will 
maintain a level of air control while mid air to readjust trajectory mid-jump. 
 
If the jump button is pressed again during the rise of the players initial jump, they will perform a 
second ‘double jump’ allowing for yet greater height/distance.  
 
If pressed while descending from the initial jump, nothing will happen- to help this, the player will 
linger at the apex of their jump for a small amount of time before immediately descending. 
 
See: https://youtu.be/BbP6Jsh8M6Y?t=17m35s 17:35 - 18:00, The cartoony animation of Jak’s legs 
catching up to his body allow him to linger in the air for just a moment. 
  

https://youtu.be/nU7u6XjGMnE?t=4m20s
https://youtu.be/BbP6Jsh8M6Y?t=17m35s


 

 
 As jumping is such a central mechanic, it will serve multiple purposes. For example: 
 

● Landing on buttons to activate them 
● Traversing obstacles 
● Jumping on see-saws to launch obstacles 

Crouching 
 
Holding the crouch button will cause the player to enter a small huddled position, the player cannot 
move again until the button is released, but can change their direction in 360 degrees. 
 
Crouching will be used to duck under moving obstacles in order to avoid them. 
 

Nonlinear Level Traversal 
 
Levels are accessed from a primary central hub area, and can be entered in any order. Levels will be 
relatively compact in design, but will contain multiple paths/traversal options to get to the same 
areas. 
 
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8wlflnUC_A   0:00 - 10:00. There are multiple ways to 
approach climbing the mountain, and traversing its sides- our game will adopt a similar approach. 
 
The primary objective for each level is collecting all of the out-of-place objects scattered throughout, 
levels can be exited at any time and any of the previously collected objects will remain so. Not every 
collectable will be available from the beginning  
 

Pushing Blocks 
 
While walking against certain pushable blocks the character will begin pushing them in that direction, 
these blocks will be used to climb to higher areas or create small bridges to cross gaps.  
 
It will also allow for shortcuts to be created to easily access later level areas quickly. 
 
See: https://youtu.be/Dk99xeL9QAg?t=14m2s 14:02 - 14:25. Here link pushes a block from a higher area 
to allow himself to climb back up easily, the blocks in our game will act similarly. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8wlflnUC_A
https://youtu.be/Dk99xeL9QAg?t=14m2s


 

 

Abilities 
 
These abilities will be available to utilize from the beginning, adding more and different ways to 
combat each platform puzzle the player is faced with. 
 

Glide (Paper plane): 
Input: Jump or double jump and continue to hold the jump button. 
 
Gliding will allow players a to cross a great level of horizontal air more easily, and to simply 
avoid gaps they otherwise had to precariously jump between.  
 
Letting go of the button at any point will cause the player to fall. 

 
Crouch Jump (Paper folds down then springs out): 

 
Input: Hold crouch and then press the jump button. 

 
Crouch jumping will allow players a far greater vertical height than double jumping would, at 
the cost of very little horizontal air control in comparison. It will allow player to potentially 
skip small vertical jumping sections 
 
It should be noted that you cannot , double jump after a crouch jump, but you can enter glide 
mode by holding the button. 

 
Slide (Paper flattens out): 
 
Input: While running, press crouch. 

 
Sliding will allow a small burst of speed that will allow players to traverse the level quicker at 
the cost of maneuverability 
 
Stringing together slides and double jumps will allow for a fun, but harder to control, means 
of navigation. Perfect for players of higher skill level. 
 
Continuing to hold the crouch button post slide will cause the player to enter a crouch once 
their speed stops. 

 



 

 

Controls 

 

 

 

   



 

Game Loops  
 

Moment to Moment Loops 

 
 

 

Expected Gameplay Scenario 
 

 



 

Look & Feel 

Art Influences 

Mario 64 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tearaway 

 



 

Yoshi’s Wooly World 

 

Audio Influences 

Little Big Planet 1 Soundtrack 
Basic relaxing elevator music 
 
 

 
 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9w7A39Ggz0&list=PL7-dwl_o2zrB_zqtXAdNIinfleIzKMcnX&index=2) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9w7A39Ggz0&list=PL7-dwl_o2zrB_zqtXAdNIinfleIzKMcnX&index=2


 

 

Metroid Prime - Phendrana Drifts 
An example of music for the snow level, gentle piano 

 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbbUv1hz6mE) 
 

Mechanic Influences 

Ratchet & Clank Glide 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbbUv1hz6mE


 

Crash Bandicoot Slide 

 
 

Mario Crouch Jump  
 

 



 

 

Scope and Resources 

Team Members 

Designer/Producers 
- Lachlan “Tutti” Crute 
- Ruby Williams 

Artists 
- Jacqui Martin 
- Deion Griffiths 

Programmers 
- James Creaton 
- Remus Jones 

Scope Overview 
 
The project is due to take 4 months.  
 
 
 
 


